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Recently, a memory cell using the direction of a magnetic vortex core in a magnetic disk was
proposed. In the magnetic disk, the curling magnetization structure(magnetic vortex) appears to
reduce the demagnetizing energy. In the center of the structure, the magnetization directs up or
down to the disk plane to reduce the exchange energy(vortex core). Since the vortex structure
is stable magnetization structure, the vortex core switching requires several thousands Oersted
of the perpendicular field to the plane. Some researchers reported that the vortex core can be
switched efficiently by using spin current. For the realization of the memory using the vortex core,
the fundamental and applied studies of the vortex core has been reported frequently. However,
the detail of the vortex core motion by spin current is still not clear. This research reports the
following studies, (1) fast simulation by GPU, (2) effect of the Oersted field induced by spin
current, (3) stability of vortex structure on core switching, (4) reduction of switching current
density by using Pac-man shaped disk.
(1) The 3-dimensional model is required for the detailed investigation of the vortex core motion.
However, it consumes a lot of time for the simulation. To reduce the simulation time, we
speed up the micromagnetic simulator by using GPU in this research. By using GPU, the
simulation is 172 times faster than the simulation by the conventional CPU micromagnetic
simulator. The simulator is used for the following researches.
(2) To indicate possibility of integration of the vortex memory, the effect of the Oersted field is
investigated. In case of the vortex core manipulation by spin current, both the spin torque and
the Oersted field induced by the spin current affect the vortex core motion. The Oersted field
decreases with miniaturization of the magnetic disk. If the effect of the Oersted field is large,
the vortex core cannot be manipulated with the miniaturization. To establish the vortex core
manipulation by spin current, the detailed investigation of the effect of the Oersted field is
required. This research investigates the effect by the 3-dimensional simulation. It clarifies
that the effect of the Oersted field is just 8 % of the whole driving force at a maximum. The
estimated effect is much smaller than that of the experimental work.
(3) The stability of the vortex structure has an important role to define the device size. To reveal
the relation between the stability of the structure and the geometry of the magnetic disk,
the stability of the vortex structure in a remnant state was reported. However, the relation
ii
between the stability and the geometry on the core switching has not been reported yet.
This research investigates the stability varying the diameter and the thickness of the disk by
the micromagnetic simulation. The result shows that the disk diameter has to be increased
20∼80 nm than the reported disk diameter to manipulate the vortex core without collapsing
the vortex structure, and the minimum disk diameter is 40 nm.
(4) However some researchers reported that the vortex core can be switched efficiently by spin
current, further reduction of the switching current density for the realization of the memory
using vortex core. The reported studies relating to the vortex core switching, a vortex-
antivortex pair appears during the switching process. However, the nucleation of the vortex-
antivortex pair requires high current density, and it is a strong factor in preventing reduction
of the switching current density. For the reduction of the current density, this reasearch
proposes to use a Pac-man shaped disk which does not use the vortex-antivortex pair in the
switching process. The simulation result shows that the switching current density can be
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ຶɜʄƅ240 nm ×80 nm ʂ Py(Niɼ Feʂ܄ץ)௅ɿʃय 2.3ʂʜɚɾߞшۚਏɠټʠʟƆ

















ୃ൘ڽ (chirality,c)ɿʜɷɺߗظѾʞ (c = cw)ƅ౞ߗظѾʞ (c = ccw)ʂߞшۚਏɠਣݚɭʟ (य
2.5)Ɔ
ʒɳߞՉϟʂયअɻʃƅڱԀʯ˔˲ʵƟʂփلɾਊюʦංɤɳʕߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏɠషඥ෣ɿ਻ɫɺ
෣૥ࣘʒɳʃчʦڽɘɳມηɠټʠʟ (य 2.6)Ɔɧʂມηʃϟʺʩɼڅʄʠƅɱʂڽɡʃpolarity(p =
±1)ɼڅʄʠɺɘʟƆ
(a) ߗظѾʞ (p = +1, c = cw) (b) ౞ߗظѾʞ (p = +1, c = ccw)
य 2.5: ߞՉϟʂ chirality
6 ੓ 2ࣂ ٥֋ʂఙث










ɿƅK. Yu. Guslienkoʝɿʜɷɺൎ܍ɩʠɳ˥ʫʶ˥ʷ˔ˍʪˊ ʶʾ˦ˬ˳Ɵʾˮ˺ʂٌїʦय 2.7
ɿߟɭƆय 2.7ʃϟʺʩɠયअΛટɟʝɮʠɳࣨੁʦࡾՃࣨੁɼɫɳɼɡʂϟʺʩʂϬஓʦߟɫɺ
ɘʟƆ
य 2.7: ϟʺʩʂѾୃϬஓʂՕআ. ߹ভ: p = +1, ఌভ: p = −1. [5].
2.2. ߞՉϟۚਏ 7











































य 2.9: ϟʺʩʂ౞ୃѬଟ. ॳɼঅʃɱʠɲʠ p = +1, p = −1ʂϟʺʩ (౞ϟʺʩ). งτʃ෣௅ʂ
ߞшʂڽɡ. (a)ࡾՃࣨੁ. (b,c)ϟʺʩʂΫஓɿʜɷɺ౎१ɭʟ߹ڹߞҏɿʜɷɺ p = +1ʂϟʺʩ
ɠࡥټ. (d-e)ϟʺʩɠɩʝɿΫஓɭʟɼϟ-౞ϟʺʩɠࡥټ. (f)ٴƜɖɷɳϟʺʩɼ౞ϟʺʩɠ਻
ࢶෞ. (g-h)ࡾՃࣨੁʂ p = −1ɼʃ౞਻ʂ p = +1ʂϟʺʩɠޝʟ. [12]
ࡾՃʂϟʺʩʃ p = −1ʦߟɫɺɘʟ (य 2.9(a))ƆϟʺʩʂΫஓɿʜɷɺ౎१ɭʟ߹ڹߞҏɿ
ʜɷɺƅࡾՃʂϟʺʩʂຬɿ p = +1ʂϟʺʩɠࡥټɭʟ (य 2.9(b-c))ƆɩʝɿƅϟʺʩʂΫஓɠ
ਞɣɼࡾՃʂϟʺʩɼ१ढ़ɩʠɳϟʺʩʂԝɿ p = +1ʂ౞ϟʺʩɠࡥټɫ (य 2.9(d-e))ƅࡾՃʂ
ϟʺʩɼ१ढ़ɩʠɳ౞ϟʺʩɠ਻ࢶෞɭʟƆ१ढ़ɩʠɳ p = +1ʂϟʺʩɠޝʞ౞ୃɠӷຎɭʟ (य
2.9(f-h))Ɔټݚൎ܍ɩʠɺɘʟϟʺʩ౞ୃʂਪɣʃɧʂϟ-౞ϟʺʩʂ१ढ़ɼ਻ࢶෞʦๆɘɺϟʺʩ
ʂ౞ୃʦ۱ɷɺɘʟƆ













ෳɩʠɺɘʟGraphics Processing Unit (GPU)ʦๆɘɺ˥ʫʶ˴˥ʷ˔ˍʪˊ ʶʾ˦ˬ˳Ɵʾˮ˺
ʂۿਙшʦ߇ʓƅݩढ़ɫɳ˞˴ʷ˰˧ʦๆɘɺϟʺʩʂϬஓѽॾʦ۱ɷɳƆ
λ౫ɿƅGPU ʃѳਉࡽ๲ʦࠞɿ੽୻ɭʟЖޔਂટɻɖʟƆټݚƅCPU੺ਹʂ೟ஓࢡॅ୅ظޔ௾
ຢɠॅಱ GFLOPS ଟ୞ɻɖʟʂɿ਻ɫƅGPUɻʃช 4 TFLOPS ʂʖʂʖɖʞƅɩʝɿɱʂਙ୞
ʃټݚʖɾɞढ़ૠɫਞɥɺɘʟ (य 2.10) [49]Ɔ
GeForce FX 5800
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(a) ߗظѾʞ (b) ౞ߗظѾʞ
य 2.11: ˀ˛˺୊ກɿʜʟϟʺʩʂϬஓ.
2.4. ˀ˛˺୊ກɿʜʟϟʺʩ৭ݩɿɞɥʟ୊ກߞҏڹї 11





























































ਏΑ଑ड़ɿɸɘɺʃɭɻɿൎ܍ɩʠɺɘʟ [53,54]Ɔय 2.13ɿM. KonotoʝɿʜʟߞՉϟۚਏʂΑ
଑ड़ɿԟɭʟ߹ٲٌї [54]ʦߟɭƆय 2.13ʃߞՉˎʪˀʶʂඥڻ tɼ૥أ dʦബшɩɯƅߞՉˎʪ
ˀʶ௅ɿټʠʟߞшۚਏʦ૥ঋԘݺɫɳٌїɻɖʟƆ




















































































ɚɿ LLG ൘ଟߧɿ৕ʓܛʔɧɼɠɻɡʟ (ߧ (3.2)) [59]Ɔ
16 ੓ 3ࣂ ˥ʫʶ˴˥ʷ˔ˍʪˊ ʶʾ˦ˬ˳Ɵʾˮ˺
य 3.2: LLG൘ଟߧɻ಺ɩʠʟߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂϬஓ.
m˙ = −|γ|(m×H) + α(m× m˙)− (u ·∇)m, u = gµBJP
2eMs
(3.2)














H = − δε
δM
,











m× m˙ = −|γ|m× (m×H) + αm× (m× m˙)−m× (u ·∇)m
= −|γ| ((m ·H)m−H)− αm˙−m× (u ·∇)m (3.4)
ߧ (3.2)ɼߧ (3.4)ɟʝߘʂߧ (3.5)ʦணʟƆ








d(m×H+ α(e ·m−H))− 1
(1 + α2)
(αm× (u ·∇)m+ (u ·∇)m)
)
(3.6)
ߧ (3.6)ʂ d,αʃݛດɿʜɷɺىʒʞƅuʃτюɭʟ୊ກව୞ɿΜਣɭʟƆʒɳƅ߹ڹߞҏHʃ 3.4
ঐɻ঑෗ɭʟ൘൚ɻظޔɩʠʟƆɧʠʝʦๆɘɺƅ∆tԝʂߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂബшຟ∆mʦֆʕʟƆ





















ɧɧɻƅX =m×H, Y = (u ·∇)mɼટɡƅߧ (3.8)ϓരʂ஖ԟॅʦયअܴഇ൚ɻפߐɭʟɼƅY
ʃߘʂߧ (3.9)ɻ಺ɩʠʟƆ












































ɫɳɠɷɺƅm× (u ·∇)mʃߘʂߧ (3.10)ʂʜɚɿ಺ɩʠʟƆ






































































k2 = f(t+∆t/2,m+ k1/2)
k3 = f(t+∆t/2,m+ k2/2)
k4 = f(t,m+ k3)





























































































































































































































































































Hx = qxx ·mx + qxy ·my + qxz ·mz,
Hy = qxy ·mx + qyy ·my + qyz ·mz,






















































ɧɧɻ nx, nyʃɱʠɲʠ xɞʜʇ y൘ڽʂظޔ୅ʂॅɻɖʟƆ
ॴߞҏؙॅʃΙчʂߧ (ߧ (3.24),(3.25))ɻֆʕʝʠʟ [62]Ɔ








∣∣∣∣(K − k − 1/2)(J + j − 1/2)∆z∆yrijkP (I + i− 1/2)∆x
∣∣∣∣ ,(3.24)







(−1)i+j+k log |(K + k − 1/2)∆z + rijkP | . (3.25)
ࣘߧʂ I, J, rijkP ɿʃΙчɠๆɘʝʠʟƆ
|I| = 0, 1, · · · , nx− 1; |J | = 0, 1, · · · , ny − 1; |K| = 0, 1, · · · , nz − 1
rijkP =
√
(I + i− 1/2)2∆x2 + (J + j − 1/2)2∆y2 + (K + k − 1/2)2∆z2
ߧ (3.24,3.25)ɼஔโɿɫɺ qxz, qyz, qyy, qzzʖֆʕʝʠʟƆ
ɧɧʒɻʃظޔ˂˲યШೱɿټʠʟॴߞҏʦظޔɫɺɡɳƆɫɟɫƅ߹ݘʃظޔ˂˲௅ɻʖॴߞ
ҏɿβɘɠɖʟɳʕƅʜʞۿɘ३୞ɻॴߞҏʦֆʕʟɳʕɿʃƅॴߞҏʦظޔ˂˲௅ɻചהɫɺֆ
ʕʟࠡ൚ɠ಩์ɼɾʟ [63]ƆΙчɿƅߧ (3.24,3.25)ʂ੐ʣʞɼɫɺๆɘɳߧ (3.26)-(3.29)ʦߟɭƆ












Z(Y 2 −X2) ln |D − Z|+ 1
6
(Y 2 + Z2 − 2X2)D (3.26)
F2(Z;X,Y ) = −XY Z ln |D + Z|+ 1
6













































×F2(z + zn − zk;x+ xl − xi, y + ym − yj) (3.29)
ɧɧɻƅD =
√















ɧɧɻƅH,mʃɱʠɲʠ੒ɡɩ nx ·ny ·nzʂˠʶˏ˲ƅqʃ੒ɡɩ (2nx−1) · (2ny−1) · (2nz−1)
ʂˠʶˏ˲ƅnx, ny, nzʃ 2ʂາࣛʂॅɼɭʟƆɧʂЖޔʃ convolutionЖޔɼڅʄʠƅHʦুɺ
ֆʕʟظޔߗԝʃ nx · ny · nzʂ 2ࣛɿಅຶɭʟƆ





H i,j,k.re = mi,j,k.re · qi,j,k.re−mi,j,k.im · qi,j,k.im (3.31)




ɿಅຶɭʟظޔߗԝɻظޔʦ۱ɚɧɼɠɻɡʟƆʒɳƅ2ʃ nx · ny · nzɿಅຶɭʟظޔߗԝ
ɻظޔʦ۱ɚɧɼɠɻɡʟƆʜɷɺƅুɺʂظޔʃ O(nx · ny · nz log(nx · ny · nz))ɻ۱ɚ
ɧɼɠɻɡʟƆ






ʒɮƅ੒ɡɩ nx · ny · nzʂˠʶˏ˲ʦय 3.4ɿߟɭʜɚɿƅ੒ɡɩ 2nx · 2ny · 2nzʂˠʶˏ˲ɿ
ұૌɭʟƆ
(a) ߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏ (m′) (b) ॴߞҏؙॅ (q′)
य 3.4: үˎƟˆʂ˃˴˘ˎʪ˺ʷ.
ˠʶˏ˲ m′ ʃƅm Ιҙʂೱഇʦ 0 ɻඝʕɳˠʶˏ˲ɻɖʟƆʒɳƅˠʶˏ˲ q′ ʃƅٴƜʂ
convolutionЖޔɿ಩์ɾ (2nx− 1) · (2ny− 1) · (2nz − 1)ڃʂ์৔ʂүढ़ഇʂঽɿ 0ʦ೒юɫɳˠ
ʶˏ˲ɻɖʟƆɧʂʜɚɿɫɺணʝʠɳ q′ƅm′ɿ਻ɫɺƅঽঐʂࠡࡼʦ଱ๆɭʟƆணʝʠɳˠʶ
ˏ˲ʦH′ɼɭʟɼƅH ′nx+1,ny+1,nz+1,· · · ,H ′2nx+1,2ny+1,2nz+1ʂढ़ഇɠֆʕʟЖޔʂѽɼɾʟƆɫ
ɳɠɷɺƅय 3.5ɿߟɫɳٌїɠֆʕʝʠɳॴߞҏɻɖʟƆ
य 3.5: ֆʕʝʠɳॴߞҏ (H ′).
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3.5.3 ॴߞҏظޔʌʂЫๆ




ʟƆ૥ঋظޔɻʃ O((nx · ny · nz)2)ɻɖɷɳʖʂɠƅFFTʦ๭ๆɫɳظޔɿʜʞƅO((nx · ny ·
nz) log(nx · ny · nz))ɻظޔɻɡʟʜɚɿɾʟƆॴߞҏؙॅCʃƅߧ (3.28,3.29)ɿʜɷɺظޔɩ
ʠƅqxx, qxy, qxz, qyy, qyz, qzz ʂ 6ࠦຳɖʟƆMʃ x,y,z൘ڽɻ 3ࠦຳਣݚ (Ιчƅmx,my,mz)
ɭʟƆɧɧɻƅ״ਹଯɾॴߞҏظޔʂກʠʃƅx,y,z൘ڽɿഇɥɺߟɭɼΙчʂʜɚɿɾʟƆ
1. ү˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂ˜Ɵ˱ʯബԀ
(a) m∗x = FFT (mx, FORWARD)
(b) m∗y = FFT (my, FORWARD)
(c) m∗z = FFT (mz, FORWARD)
2. ү˩Ɵ˨˺ˏ (˜Ɵ˱ʯढ़ഇ)ɼॴߞҏؙॅ (˜Ɵ˱ʯढ़ഇ)ʂࣛޔ
(a) H∗x0 = m
∗
x · qxx∗, H∗x1 = m∗y · qxy∗, H∗x2 = m∗z · qxz∗
(b) H∗y0 = m
∗
x · qxy∗, H∗y1 = m∗y · qyy∗, H∗y2 = m∗z · qyz∗
(c) H∗z0 = m
∗
x · qxz∗, H∗z1 = m∗y · qyz∗, H∗z2 = m∗z · qzz∗
3. ࣛޔٌїʂਘɫ܄ʣɯ






















(a) Hx = FFT (H∗x , BACKWARD)
(b) Hy = FFT (H∗y , BACKWARD)





























ʶʼʫˁʃࠞɿ૥أ 1 µmƅඥڻ 40 nmɼɫɳƆݛດ଑ॅʃ Permalloyݛ (Ms = 800 emu/cm3ƅ
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य 4.1: ظޔມηʂ๸ޏш.
4.2 ߹ٲԋְ
ඕ٥֋ɻๆɘɳ߹ٲԋְʃ CPU: Intel Core i7 920ƅ˨ʫ˺˨˩˱: 12GBƅOS: Cent OS 5.3ƅ
GPU: NVIDA GeForce GTX 285(य 4.2)ɻɖʟƆGeForce GTX 285ʃ 240ڃʂ˞˴˂ˊʼʺʩ
ɼ 1 GBʂ˨˩˱ʦߖɸ [51]ƆGTX 285ʂظޔ௾ຢʃ੺३୞ظޔɻ 1063 GFLOPSƅఝ३୞ظޔ
ɻ 90 GFLOPSɻɖʟƆGPU˞˴ʷ˰˧Ҕ౎ɿʃ CUDA SDK 2.3ʦๆɘɳƆʒɳƅࡓ๝ʂ CPU
ʦๆɘɳظޔ˩ˎ˲ɻʃ Intel C Compiler 10.1ɼ Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 10.1ʦๆɘ
ɳ [64, 65]Ɔ
य 4.2: NVIDIA GeForce 285(ࡥ଺:http://www.nvidia.com/object/product geforce gtx 285 us.html).











































• Model 1: All Double
ࡓ๝ʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ɻɖʞƅɭʍɺʂظޔʦఝ३୞ɻCPUʦๆɘɺظޔɭʟƆɧʂظޔ˩ˎ˲
ɻʃGPUʦๆɘɮƅ਩ʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ɼʂظޔߗԝʂಅҼƅظޔٌїʂಅҼɿๆɘʟƆ
• Model 2: DEM Single
˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔ௅ɻʃɭʍɺGPUʦๆɘɺظޔɭʟƆॴߞҏظޔʃ੺३୞ɻظޔɫƅ਩
ʂೱഇʃఝ३୞ɻظޔɭʟƆ
• Model 3: All Single
˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔ௅ɻʃɭʍɺ੺३୞ɻGPUʦๆɘɺظޔɭʟƆ
• Model 4: All Single R2C
ɧʂ˩ˎ˲ʃModel 3ɼʏʐஔโɻɖʟɠƅॴߞҏظޔɻๆɘɺɘʟ FFTظޔʦ Complex
to ComplexʂظޔɟʝReal to Complexɿബۖɫɳ˩ˎ˲ɻɖʟƆReal to Complexʦๆɘ
ʟɧɼɻॴߞҏظޔɿ಩์ɾ˨˩˱ຟʦชౝഇɿ๓ɜʟɧɼɠɻɡʟƆ
• Model 5: DEM Single CPU+GPU
ॴߞҏظޔʃGPUʦๆɘɺظޔɫƅ˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔʂ਩ʂೱഇʃCPUʦๆɘɺظޔɭ
ʟƆCPUظޔೱഇʃఝ३୞ɻظޔɫƅGPUظޔೱഇ (ॴߞҏظޔ)ʃ੺३୞ɻظޔɭʟƆ
• Model 6: All Single CPU-4th R2C
ɧʂ˩ˎ˲ʃModel 4ɼஔโɿ˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔɭʍɺʦ੺३୞ɻظޔɫƅFFTظޔɻʃ
Real to ComplexʦๆɘɺɘʟɠƅCPUʦๆɘɺظޔɭʟƆʒɳƅඕ٥֋ɻๆɘɳ CPUʃ
4 ʺʩɻۚढ़ɩʠɺɘʟɳʕƅIntel MKLʂߢஓഝໆшʦๆɘʟɧɼɻ FFTʂۿਙшɠՃਿ





य 4.4ɿ 62500˂˲ (250×250)ɿɞɥʟ˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔ௅ʂʱʫ˰Ɵ൚ظޔ 1 ˀˍˊ˞ʂү




य 4.4: 62500˂˲ (250×250)ɿɞɥʟ 4ߘʂ˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔ௅ʂظޔߗԝ௅ฌ.
GPUʦๆɘɳظޔ˩ˎ˲ (DEM Signle, All Single)ʂظޔߗԝʃࡓ๝ʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ (All Double)






70%ɻɖʞƅɧʂ FFTظޔʃCUDA SDKʂCUFFT˰ʫ˝˰˱ɿԥʒʠʟ FFT ˲Ɵˈ˺ʦڅʧ
ɻɘʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅʖɫ FFTظޔೱΙҙʦ݂଱шɭʟɧɼɻɩʝɿۿਙшɻɡɳɼɫɺʖুظ
ޔߗԝʃ FFTظޔɻ๓ɜʝʠ੒ɡɣബшɫɾɘƆ
ALL Singleʂظޔߗԝʃ DEM SingleɼʏʐஔɬɻɖʟƆॴߞҏظޔʦ࢑ɣظޔೱഇʃ˲˺ʹ
ʶˊˆ൚ظޔুਹʂช 20%ଟ୞ɻɖʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅظޔ३୞ɿʜʟظޔߗԝʂബшʃ˲˺ʹʶˊ
ˆ൚ظޔুਹɟʝ٪ʟɼಒ࣢ɿࢡɩɘƆ
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DEM Single CPU+GPUʂۿਙш๻ʃช 6ఝɻɖʟƆɧʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ɻʃƅFFTɼMulʃGPU
ɻظޔɫɺɘʟɳʕƅɧʠʝʂظޔߗԝʃAll SingleƅDEM SingleʂٌїɼஔɬɿɾʟƆɫɟɫƅ
CPUƅGPUԝʂˎƟˆୃ਄ɿ˲˺ʹʶˊˆ൚ظޔুਹʂ 18%ʂظޔߗԝɠ಩์ɼɾʟƆʒɳƅLLG
ʂظޔߗԝʃAll DoubleɼDEM Single CPU+GPUɻஔɬٌїɼɾʟɼา২ɩʠʟɠƅAll Double
ʂظޔߗԝʂ 2ఝʂظޔߗԝɼɾɷɺɘʟƆɧʠʃƅɱʠɲʠʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ɻΪɾʟʺ˺˘ʫ˰ʦ
ๆɘɺɘʟɳʕɻɖʞƅ݂଱шɠʺ˺˘ʫ˰ɿʜɷɺΪɾʟɳʕɻɖʟƆ
4.4.2 ۿਙш๻: GeForce GTX 285














All Single CPU-4th R2C
य 4.5: ظޔ˂˲ॅɼظޔ˩ˎ˲ɿʜʟۿਙш๻ʂബш.
݂੒ۿਙш๻ʃAll Single R2Cɻظޔ˂˲ɠ 1024×1024ʂɼɡช 24ఝɻɖʟƆɭʍɺʂظޔ˩
ˎ˲ɻۿਙш๻ʃظޔ˂˲ॅɼɼʖɿਊюɭʟƆɫɟɫƅۿਙш๻ʃ 65536˂˲ɟʝʏʐλ଑ʂખ




















































य 4.5ʜʞƅDEM Singleʂۿਙш๻ʃAll SingleɼʏɼʧɽஔɬɻɖʟɧɼɠʣɟɷɳƆظޔ˂




CPUɻʃ Intel MKLʂ FFT˲Ɵˈ˺ƅGPUɻʃCUDA SDKʂCUFFTʦๆɘɺɘʟƆCPU
ʂ FFTظޔߗԝʃ૥ভଯɿബшɫɺɘʟʂɿ਻ɫɺƅGPUʂ FFTظޔߗԝʂؚɡʃ 65536˂˲
ɻബшɫɺɘʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅظޔ˂˲ɠࢢɾɘࣟ܄ɻʖॴߞҏظޔʂظޔߗԝʃ੒ɡɣٹࢢɯɮƅ
DEM SingleɼAll Singleʂۿਙш๻ʃʏɼʧɽஔɬɿɾʟƆ













Number of cells (×103)
MKL FFT (CPU)
CUDA FFT (GPU)
य 4.7: ظޔ˂˲ॅɿʜʟ CPU,GPUʂ FFTظޔߗԝʂബш.
4.4.3 ۿਙш๻: GeForce GTX 580

























य 4.8: ظޔ˂˲ॅɿʜʟۿਙш๻ʂബш (GeForce GTX580).
4.5. ظޔ३୞ɿʜʟظޔٌїʌʂϳׄ 33
GeForce GTX 580ʦๆɘʟɧɼɻAll Single R2Cʦๆɘʟɼ݂੒ɻ 172ఝʂۿਙшɠя௾ɻɖ
ʟɧɼɠߟɩʠɳƆʒɳƅDEM SingleɼAll Single R2Cʂܴʃ 1.6ఝଟ୞ɻɖʞƅGeForce GTX
285ʦๆɘɳٌїɼʏʐλઠɫɳƆλ൘ɻƅCPUɼGPUʦ৕ʓ܄ʣɯɳDEM Sigle GPU+CPU













਻ڬܴʃ 10−7ɻɖɷɳƆߘɿƅʱʫ˰Ɵظޔ 1ˀˍˊ˞ʂ LLGظޔڤʂߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂڽɡʦ
ظޔɫɳƆࡾՃʂߞՉۚਏʃॴߞҏʂظޔɼஔโɻɖʟƆɧɧɻʃƅDEM SingleƅAll SingleƅAll
Doubleʂ 3ɸʂظޔ˩ˎ˲ʦๆɘɺಅҼɫɳƆʒɳƅ˂˲ʼʫˁʖظޔٌїɿϳׄʦิɜʟɼ۪ɜ
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DEM Singleʂചה৷਻ڬܴʃช 10−10ɻɖʞƅAll Singleɻʃ 2× 10−8ɻɖʟƆDEM Singleɻ












































































य 4.12: ˎʪˀʶ௅ೱʂߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂ৷਻ڬܴ (DEM Single).
य 4.11,4.12ɟʝƅߞՉ˩Ɵ˨˺ˏʂ৷਻ڬܴʃ߹ڹߞҏɻॴߞҏɠঙʕʟӍ܄ɠ੒ɡɣɾʟɼ
ਊюɭʟɧɼɠҷ௨ɻɡʟƆ













ʂખɿפɹɣƆˏ˲ʶʃAll Doubleɻʃ 105ɟʝ 10−9ʒɻٹࢢɫɺɘʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅٹࢢ๻ʃ
10−14ɼɾʟƆʒɳƅDEM Singleɻʃƅ10−1ʒɻٹࢢɫɺɘʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅٹࢢ๻ʃ 10−6ɻɖ
ʟƆɧʠʝʂٌїɟʝƅү˩ˎ˲ʂࡾՃɼ݂࠿ଯɾޝຄˏ˲ʶʂܴʃ੺३୞ɼఝ३୞ʂยڹنɼஔ






































य 4.14ɿϟʺʩʂѾୃౝأʂߗԝബшʦߟɭƆDifferenceʃƅAll DoubleɼDEM Singleɿʜʟ
ѾୃౝأʂظޔٌїʂܴʂߗԝബшʦߟɫɳʖʂɻɖʟƆ
ɧɧɻʃƅAC୊ກʂ୊ກව୞ʃ u=5 m/s (j = 1.0× 1011 A/m2)ƅ࠵ఉॅʃ 315 MHz(֩इ࠵ఉ
ॅ)ɼɫɺظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆϟʺʩʂѾୃౝأʃ଑࣢ࣨੁɻช 58 nmɻƅظޔ˩ˎ˲ɿʜʟܴʃ݂੒
































































Frequency of the AC current(MHz)
य 4.15: AC୊ກʂ࠵ఉॅɿʜʟ݂੒৷਻ڬܴʂബш (u = 5 m/s).
౞ୃʦԥʔϟʺʩʂѾୃϬஓ
AC୊ກʂ୊ກව୞ʦࣘࢭɩɯƅϟʺʩʂ౞ୃʾ˦ˬ˳Ɵʾˮ˺ʦ۱ɷɳƆɧɧɻʃƅ୊ກව୞






















य 4.16: Ѿୃౝأʂߗԝബш (u = 25 m/s, f = 306 MHz.)
ʜɚɻɖʞƅ౞ୃߗ܌ʃ˰˺ˇ˧ɿബшɫɺɘʟɼ۪ɜʝʠʟƆɫɟɫƅ౞ୃߗԝʃ୊ກව୞ɿΜ
ਣɫɺɘʟɼา২ɩʠƅചה౞ୃߗԝʃڃƜʂ౞ୃߗ܌ɠΪɾɷɺʖλ଑ʂખɿפɹɣɼ۪ɜʝʠ






































































































1˂˲ʃ 4 × 4 × 5 nm3ʂ૥൘ਹ˂˲ɼɫɳƆ୊ກව୞ʃ u = 13.3 m/s(j = 2.66× 1011 A/m2)
























φi−1,j,k − 2φi,j,k + φi+1,j,k
∆x2
+
φi,j−1,k − 2φi,j,k + φi,j+1,k
∆y2
+
φi,j,k−1 − 2φi,j,k + φi,j,k+1
∆z2
= 0 (5.2)





















































(a) ݂ࣘ৥ (੓ 1৥) (b) યԝ৥ (੓ 5৥) (c) ݂ч৥ (੓ 8৥)









(a) ݂ࣘ৥ (੓ 1৥) (b) યԝ৥ (੓ 5৥) (c) ݂ч৥ (੓ 8৥)









(a) xढ़ഇ (b) yढ़ഇ (c) zढ़ഇ
य 5.9: ୊ກߞҏʂүढ़ഇ (j = 2.66× 1010 A/m2).
୊ກߞҏʂ xढ़ഇ (य 5.9(a))ʃ୊׎ೱ೒פɻۿɣƅ೾ށɿബшɫɺɘʟƆyढ़ഇ (य 5.9(b))ʃ
ˎʪˀʶયअೱɻ-y ൘ڽɿช-5 Oeଟ୞ʂߞҏɠټʠɺɘʟɧɼɠҷ௨ɻɡʟƆʒɳƅ୊׎ೱ૥ч
















Uniform current, w/o OF ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ʦ۪຋ɫɾɘ (୊ກව୞λโ)ƅ୊ກߞҏɾɫ

















Uniformed current, w/o OF













206 208 210 212 214 216 218
w/ OF
Uniformed current, w/o OF












ࢢɭʟɧɼɠʣɟʟƆ୊ກߞҏʂڹїʃ chirality ɿʜɷɺബшɫƅߗظѾʞʂࣟ܄ (य 5.10(a))ƅ


















































(1) ୊ກߞҏʂ 1ढ़ഇɴɥʦ 50 %ɿɫɳ୊ກߞҏɼ୊ກ (୊ກව୞:j)ʂຑ൘ʦτюɫɺϟʺʩʂ
ѾୃՕஞʦظޔ
(2) ୊ກ (୊ກව୞:j)ɿюɜɺƅ୊ກߞҏুढ़ഇɼ୊ກ (୊ກව୞:j’)ʦτюɫƅ(2)ɻֆʕɳѾୃ
Օஞɼஔɬɿɾʟʜɚɾ୊ກ (୊ກව୞:j’)ʦޔࡥ











































































(c) j = 2.7× 1011 A/m2
य 5.12: ୊ກව୞ɿʜʟү൘ڽढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏʂ੒ɡɩʂബш (୊ກව୞Ԁޔ).
य 5.12ʃƅj′yɿʜʟϟʺʩѾୃϬஓʂΛ৷ʦԷࡵɿ j′x,j′zʦߟɫɺɘʟƆय 5.12ɿү୊ກව୞ɿ
ɞɥʟү൘ڽढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏʂ੒ɡɩʂও਻ખƅय 5.14ɿү൘ڽढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏڹїʂӍ܄ƅय
5.15ɿ୊ກව୞ɿԀޔɫɳ୊ກߞҏʂΛ৷ʦߟɭƆ
य 5.13ʜʞƅ୊ກߞҏڹїʦ୊ກව୞ɻԀޔɫɳ j′ʃ୊ກ jɿ਻ɫɺಅຶɫɺਊюɫɺɘʟɧɼ
ɠʣɟʟƆɫɟɫƅय 5.14ɿߟɫɳү൘ڽढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏڹїʂӍ܄ʃƅx, zढ़ഇɿԟɫɺʃ୊ກ































































ව୞ɿ਻ɫɺ 1 %ଟ୞ʂബшɫɟɾɘɧɼɠʣɟʟƆλ൘ɻƅy൘ڽढ़ഇʃ j = 0.67 × 1011A/m2









ߞҏʂ੒ɡɩʦΛ৷ʦ۪຋ɫɺਘɫ܄ʣɯɳٌїʦय 5.13ƅय 5.14ʂ߀ʂভɻߟɫɳƆय 5.14ɻ
ߟɫɳʜɚɿƅਘɫ܄ʣɯɳ୊ກߞҏʂӍ܄ʃƅj = 1.4× 1011A/m2ɻ݂ࢡʂӍ܄ɼɾʟɧɼɠʣ




य 5.12ʜʞƅ෣௅ढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏ (j′x, j′y)ʃү୊ກව୞ɿɞɘɺʏʐ౞Λ৷ (∼3.26 rad.)ɻɖʞƅ
ɱʂइ೺ʖʏʐஔଟ୞ɻɖʟƆɱʂɳʕƅڞɘɿڹїʦਲɵࢶɫ܄ɚʜɚɿݩๆɭʟƆʒɳƅj′zʂ
୊ກɼʂΛ৷ܴʃय 5.15ɟʝʣɟʟʜɚɿ j = 2.0 × 1011A/m2ɼ j = 2.7 × 1011A/m2ʂԝɻ 30














୞ʂ੒ɡɩɿʜɷɺബшɫƅj = 2.0× 1011A/m2ʂߗɿ݂ࢡ (∼3.8 %)ɼɾʟɧɼʦߟɫɳƆʒɳƅ
































ʦๆɘɳʾ˦ˬ˳Ɵʾˮ˺ʦ۱ɷɳƆظޔɻʃˎʪˀʶʼʫˁʦ૥أ 20∼200 nmƅඥڻ 5∼40 nm
ɻബшɩɯɺƅɱʂۚਏʂΑ଑ड़ʦ૛ʍɳ [14]Ɔظޔ਻࣐ʂˎʪˀʶʃय 6.1ɿߟɭʜɚɿƅ4 nm
× 4 nm × (ඥڻ) ʂ˂˲ɿഇӍɫɳƆߞшۚਏʂΑ଑ड़ʃˎʪˀʶʂʼʫˁʂʓɿΜਣɭʟɼ۪ɜ
ʝʠʟɳʕƅΑ଑ड़ʦթ໱ɭʟࣘɻʃ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ʂϳׄʃࢡɩɘɼ۪ɜʝʠʟƆɱɧɻƅ୊ກව
୞ʃˎʪˀʶ௅ɻλโɻɖʟɼщ଑ɫƅˎʪˀʶ෣ʦ x-y ച෣ƅˎʪˀʶɿ਻ɫɺळ૥ɾ൘ڽ (ʺʩ
ɠڽɣ൘ڽ)ʦ z ൘ڽɼɫɺظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆ୊ޫʂΫஓ൘ڽʃ x ൘ڽɼɫɺظޔɫɳƆݛດ଑ॅʃ





















ඕ໱ഓɻๆɘɳˎʪˀʶʼʫˁɻʃϟۚਏ (य 6.2(a))ʒɳʃ੺ߞ׫ۚਏ (य 6.2(b))ɠࡥټɭʟ










ɧɧɻϟۚਏʂʯ˔˲ʵƟɼ੺ߞ׫ۚਏʂʯ˔˲ʵƟɠ୾ɫɣɾʟভ (ESD-EV = 0 erg)ɠƅޝຄ
ߞшࣨੁɿɞɥʟϟۚਏʂΑ଑ځҏʂِࣥɼɾʟƆʒɳƅʯ˔˲ʵƟܴɠ˞˰ˀɼɾʟມη (ESD-EV
6.2. ޝຄߞшࣨੁʂΑ଑ड़ 55
(a) ϟۚਏ (b) ੺ߞ׫ۚਏ































ɜɺɘʟя௾ड़ɠɖʟƆɱɧɻƅ˂˲ʼʫˁɿʜʟϳׄʦ૛ʍʟɳʕɿ 2 nm×2 nm×(ඥڻ)˂˲
ʦๆɘɺஔโʂظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆ૥أɠࢡɩɘˎʪˀʶɻʃٴʂЌآˎʪˀʶɼ˂˲ഇӍɫɳˎʪˀ
ʶʂਹঀʂܴʂӍ܄ɠ੒ɡɣɾʟƆɱɧɻƅ˂˲ʼʫˁʂϳׄɠ੒ɡɘɼ۪ɜʝʠƅүۚਏʂʯ˔
˲ʵƟɠஔଟ୞ɻɖʟD = 40 nm, h = 40 nmʦๆɘɺ˂˲ʼʫˁʂϳׄʦ૛ʍɳƆٌїɼɫɺƅ
˂˲ʼʫˁɿʜʟʯ˔˲ʵƟܴʃ 2 pergଟ୞ɻɖɷɳƆʒɳƅඥڻɠڻɘɼɧʡɻʃඥڻ൘ڽɿʖ
ߞшۚਏɠټʠʟɧɼɠ۪ɜʝʠʟɳʕƅh = 30, 40 nmʂˎʪˀʶʦ૥أʦബшɩɯɺ 4 nm×4























































ɲʠชD = 80 nmƅช h = 30 nmΙࣘɿɾʟɼ 2ߘٴ˩ˎ˲ɻணʝʠɳʯ˔˲ʵƟɼ 10%Ιࣘʂ
ܴɠټʠިʕɳƆɧʂɼɡƅߞՉˎʪˀʶ௅ɻʃඥڻ൘ڽɿʁɬʠɳߞшۚਏɠࡥټɫɳƆɫɟɫƅ
Α଑ड़ʂְҏɼɾʟˎʪˀʶʼʫˁ೒פɻʃʯ˔˲ʵƟʂܴɠ 6 pergଟ୞ɻɖɷɳƆɫɳɠɷɺƅ


































C r  tching
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R e m na nt sta te
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ɺ౞ୃɭʟɿʃඥڻɠڻɘࣟ܄ɿʃˎʪˀʶʂ૥أʦช 20 nmଟ୞ƅඥڻɠషɘࣟ܄ɿʃช 80 nm
ଟ୞ਊюɩɯʟ಩์ɠɖʟɧɼɠʣɟɷɳƆ
ɧɧɻƅ6.2ঐɻ۱ɷɳ٠࣍ɼஔโɿظޔ˂˲Ɖظޔ˩ˎ˲ɿʜʟϳׄʦ૛ʍʟɳʕɿƅ2 nm×2
nm×(ඥڻ)ɼ 4 nm×4 nm×5 nmʂ˂˲ɻ๸ޏшɫɳ˩ˎ˲ɿɸɘɺظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆظޔ˂˲ʂʼ
ʫˁʃˎʪˀʶʂ૥أɠࢡɩɘࣟ܄ɿϳׄɠټʠʘɭɣƅظޔ˩ˎ˲ʃඥڻɠڻɘࣟ܄ɿϳׄʦࠬ
ɥʘɭɘɳʕƅɧɧɻʃ h = 40 nmʂࣟ܄ɿɸɘɺظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆ2 nm×2 nm×(ඥڻ)ʂ˂˲ʦ
ๆɘɳࣟ܄ƅʺʩɠΑ଑ɫɺ౞ୃɭʟְҏʃ૥أɠ 42 nmɟʝ 46 nmʂԝɼֆʕʝʠɳƆʒɳƅ4
nm×4 nm×5 nmʂ˂˲ʦๆɘɳࣟ܄ɻʃ૥أɠ 36 nmɟʝ 40 nmʂԝɼֆʕʝʠɳƆɫɳɠɷ







ബшʦ૛ʍɳƆय 6.7ɿϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɭʟࣟ܄ (D = 120 nmƇ h = 20 nmʂˎʪˀʶ)ƅय 6.8ɿ






































ESDʦЈɜʟࣟ܄ (EV+ESWT > ESD)ɿ੺ߞ׫ۚਏшɭʟɧɼɠʣɟʟƆɫɳɠɷɺƅEV+ESWT
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य 6.9: ߞՉˎʪˀʶ૥أɿʜʟүߞՉʯ˔˲ʵƟʂബш. h = 20 nm.



















ඥڻɠషɘ h = 10 nmΙчɻʃ૥أʦ੒ɡɣɫɺʖϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɯɮɿ੺ߞ׫ۚਏшɫɺɫʒɷ


















2 nm × 2 nm × (ඥڻ)ɼ 4 nm × 4 nm × 5 nmʂ˂˲ɻ๸ޏшɫɳ˩ˎ˲ɿɸɘɺظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆ
ɧɧɻʃƅඕࣂɻணʝʠɳΑ଑ड़ʂְҏɿפɣƅ݂ʖඥڻɠڻɘD = 60 nm, h = 40 nmɿɸɘɺ
ظޔʦ۱ɷɳƆ2 nm × 2 nm × (ඥڻ)ɼ 4 nm × 4 nm × (ඥڻ)ɻ๸ޏшɫɳ˩ˎ˲ʂٌїʦಅ
Ҽɭʟɼ 7 pergଟ୞ʂܴɠʓʝʠɳƆʒɳƅ2 nm × 2 nm × (ඥڻ)ɼ 4 nm × 4 nm × 5 nmɻ๸
ޏшɫɳ˩ˎ˲ʂٌїʦಅҼɫɳࣟ܄ɻʃ 9 pergଟ୞ʂܴɠʓʝʠɳƆh = 40 nmʂࣟ܄ƅʯ˔
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˲ʵƟʃ૥أɠช 60 nmബшɫɳߗɿ 200 pergബшɫɺɘʟɳʕƅΑ଑ड़ְҏʌʂϳׄʃ݂੒ɻ
૥أ 3 nmଟ୞ɻɖʟɼ۪ɜʝʠʟƆʒɳƅޝຄߞшࣨੁɻʃ૥أƅඥڻɠD = 80 nmƅh = 30
nmΙࣘɻ 3ߘٴ˩ˎ˲ʦๆɘɳࣟ܄ɿඥڻ൘ڽɿʁɬʠɳۚਏɠࡥټɭʟɧɼɠҷ௨ɩʠɳƆɱ
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7.1 ظޔ˩ˎ˲
य 7.1ɿظޔɻๆɘɳ (a)ˎʪˀʶɼ (b)˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶʦߟɭƆ
(a) Ќˎʪˀʶ (b) ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶ
य 7.1: ˎʪˀʶآࣨ.
ˎʪˀʶɼ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶʂ૥أʃD = 200 nmƅඥڻ h = 40 nmʂ Permalloyݛ (ݛດ଑
ॅʃƅڱԀˀˍʪˊ ˜˔ˀ଑ॅA = 1×10−6 erg/cm, ൩໳ߞшMs = 800 emu/cm3, Ϊ൘ड़଑ॅKu
= 0, Gilbertˇ˺˛˺ʷ଑ॅ α = 0.01)ʦๆɘɳƆ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶʂ˕ˊˈʼʫˁʃЌ࠵ҙ਑
ɟʝऍɩ d = 80 nmƅ˕ˊˈҺ୞ θ = 25ǎɼɫɳ (7.5ঐΙҙ)Ɔ˘˲ˀߞҏ (Hx)ʃƅˎʪˀʶɿ







Hx = 300 Oeƅ˘˲ˀૠ tp = 0.50 nsʂ׮آఉ˘˲ˀߞҏɻɖʟƆ
ɧɧɻʃƅ˘˲ˀߞҏʂ๼ɵࣘɠʞ (tr)ƅ๼чʞߗԝ (tf)ʃɱʠɲʠ 0ɼɫɳƆय 7.2 (a-d)ʃү
ߗԝɿɞɥʟ෣௅ߞшۚਏʦ಺ɭ (य 7.2(e)યʂ (a-d)୅)Ɔt = 0.000 nsɻʃƅϟʺʩʃˎʪˀʶ
ʂયअɿ+z(ళࣸ)ɻਣݚɫɺɘʟ (य 7.2(a))Ɔ˘˲ˀߞҏʦτюɭʟɼϟʺʩʃЌʦಾɡɾɠʝΫ
ஓɫ (य 7.2(b))ƅλ଑ʂਙ୞ɿ੬ɭʟɼV-AV਻ɠ१ढ़ɩʠ (य 7.2 (c))ƅ१ढ़ɩʠɳ౞ϟʺʩɼٴ





य 7.2: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. (a)
ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ, t = 0.000 ns. (b)t = 0.320 ns. (c)ϟ-౞ϟʂࡥټ,t = 0.620 ns. (d)ϟʺʩ౞ୃ,t =
0.680 ns. (e)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш. Hx = 400 Oe, tp = 0.5 ns.
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य 7.3: ˘˲ˀૠƅ˘˲ˀߞҏɿʜʟϟʺʩ౞ୃʂബш. অ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɖʞƅళ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɾɫ.
ʺʩʂ౞ୃɿʃ݂ࢡɻʖHx = 320 Oeʂߞҏɠ಩์ɻɖʟƆʒɳƅ˘˲ˀૠɿʜɷɺϟʺʩʂ
౞ୃʂย෌ɠइஓɫɺɘʟɧɼɠʣɟʟƆɧʠʃƅߞҏʦউʟˆʫ˦˺ʷɼϟʺʩʂΛટɿʜʟʖ
ʂɻɖʟƆHx = 400 Oeɻچ଑ɫƅ౞ୃɭʟࣟ܄ (tp = 0.50 nsƅय 7.3 ୅ (a))ʂโޫʦय 7.4ɿƅ
౞ୃɫɾɘࣟ܄ (tp = 0.80 nsƅय 7.3 ୅ (b))ʂโޫʦय 7.5ɿߟɭƆ
˘˲ˀߞҏʦτюɭʟɼϟʺʩʃЌʦಾɡɾɠʝϬஓɭʟ (य 7.4(b)ƅय 7.5(b,c))Ɔ˘˲ˀߞҏ
ʂֲ୞ɠஔɬࣟ܄ƅϟʺʩʃஔਙ୞ɻѾୃϬஓɭʟƆɱʂɳʕƅ˘˲ˀߞҏʂ˘˲ˀૠʦബшɩɯ
ʟɼƅ˘˲ˀߞҏʦউɷɳߗʂϟʺʩʂΛટɠΪɾʟ (य 7.4(b)ƅय 7.5(c))Ɔɧʂɼɡƅϟʺʩɠ
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य 7.4: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य
2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 400 Oe, tp = 0.50 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ,
t = 0.000 ns. (b)t = 0.500 ns. (c)ϟ-౞ϟʂࡥ
ټ,t = 0.620 ns. (d)ϟʺʩ౞ୃ,t = 0.740 ns.
(e)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш.
य 7.5: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य
2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 400 Oe, tp = 0.80 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ,
t = 0.000 ns. (b)t = 0.440 ns. (c)˘˲ˀߞҏ
࠿ຎ, t = 0.800 ns. (d)t = 1.000 ns. (e)˘˲ˀ
ߞҏʂߗԝബш.
ˎʪˀʶયअɟʝ๸ʠɺɘʟࣟ܄ (य 7.4(b))ʃƅ˘˲ˀߞҏɠউʠʟɼϟʺʩʃˎʪˀʶયअɿω




˘˲ˀߞҏʂֲ୞ɠHx > 600 OeɻʃƅΪɾʟ౞ୃ˨ʲ˒ˁ˧ɠ٪ʝʠʟƆHx > 600 Oeɻ౞
ୃɭʟࣟ܄ (Hx = 650 Oe, tp = 1.00 ns, य 7.3 ୅ (c))ʂโޫʦय 7.6ƅ౞ୃɫɾɘࣟ܄ (Hx = 650
Oe, tp = 1.50 ns, य 7.3 ୅ (d))ʂโޫʦय 7.7ɿߟɭƆ
˘˲ˀߞҏʂֲ୞ɠֲɘࣟ܄ƅϟʺʩʃ˘˲ˀߞҏτюયɿ V-AV਻ʦ१ढ़ɩʠʟ (य 7.6(b)ƅ






य 7.6: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य
2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 650 Oe, tp = 1.00 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ,
t = 0.000 ns. (b)ϟ-౞ϟࡥټɼ౞ୃ,t = 0.160
ns. (c)˘˲ˀߞҏ࠿ຎ, t = 1.000 ns. (d)t =
1.240 ns. (e)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш.
य 7.7: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य
2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 650 Oe, tp = 1.50 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ,
t = 0.000 ns. (b)ϟ-౞ϟࡥټɼ౞ୃ,t = 0.160
ns. (c)˘˲ˀߞҏ࠿ຎ, t = 1.500 ns. (d)ϟ-౞








˘˲ˀߞҏʂِࣥʃय 7.8(e)ɿߟɭʜɚɿHx = 100 Oeƅ˘˲ˀૠ tp = 2.00 nsʂ׮آఉ˘˲
ˀߞҏɻɖʟƆɧɧɻʃƅ˘˲ˀߞҏʂ๼ɵࣘɠʞ (tr)ƅ๼чʞߗԝ (tf)ʃɱʠɲʠ 0ɼɫɳƆय
7.8: ʺʩʂ౞ୃƅHx=100Oe, tp=2.000ns
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य 7.8: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. Hx
= 100 Oe, tp = 2.00 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ, t = 0.000 ns. (b)˕ˊˈʌΫஓ,t = 0.500 ns. (c)ϟʺ
ʩࢶෞ, t = 0.940 ns. (d)ϟʺʩʂ݁ࡥټ,t = 2.340 ns. (e)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш.










य 7.9: ˘˲ˀૠƅ˘˲ˀߞҏɿʜʟϟʺʩ౞ୃʂബш. অ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɖʞ (V-AV)ƅॳ:ϟʺʩ౞
ୃɖʞ (ࢶෞ-ࡥټ)ƅళ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɾɫ.
ϟʺʩʃঅɼॳʂມηɻ౞ୃɫƅళʂມηɻʃϟʺʩʂ౞ୃʃ٪ʝʠɾɟɷɳƆ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪ
ˀʶ௅ʂϟʺʩʂ౞ୃʃ 2૳ʞʂ˨ʲ˒ˁ˧ɻՔɧʟƆॳʂມη (Hx < 470 Oe)ɻʃƅϟʺʩʃय
7.8(a-d)ɻߟɫɳV-AV਻ʂ१ढ़ƅࢶෞɠՔɧʝɾɘ౞ୃɠՔɧʟƆλ൘ɻƅঅʂມη (Hx > 470
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Oe)ɻʃƅय 7.6 (a-b)ƅय 7.7(a-b)ɻߟɫɳʜɚɿƅϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈɿஃ੬ɭʟঽɿV-AV਻ʂ१
ढ़ƅࢶෞɠՔɧʞƅϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɭʟƆ
य 7.9ɻʃƅϟʺʩɠߞҏʂֲ୞ƅ˘˲ˀૠɿԟʣʝɮ೑Ց਒ɿ౞ୃƅಒ౞ୃɠټʠɺɘʟƆɧ
ʂ๲ศʦ෗ʝɟɿɭʟɳʕɿƅ˕ˊˈܧٴɻʂ෣૥൘ڽʂചהߞш (< mz >)ɼചהߞшʂߗԝബ
шຟ (d(< mz >)/dt)ʂ˘˲ˀߞҏʦউʟঽڤɻʂߗԝബшʦ૛ʍɳƆചהɫɳມηʃय 7.1(b) (b)
ʂঅ໹ೱഇɻƅϟʺʩʂʼʫˁɼஔଟ୞ʂ 12 × 12 nm2ɼɫɳƆय 7.10(a)ƅय 7.10(b)ɿɱʠɲʠ
















































(b) ౞ୃ෌ɫ, Hx = 100.0 Oe, tp = 5.900 ns
य 7.10: mz,d(< mz >)/dtʂߗԝബш
य 7.10 (a-b)ɟʝƅ< mz >ɼ d(< mz >)/dtʃ˘˲ˀߞҏʦউʟঽɻࢡɩɣइஓɭʟƆ˘˲ˀ
ߞҏʦউɷɳڤƅช 0.05 nsڤɿ d(< mz >)/dtɠփلɿٹࢢʒɳʃਊюɫƅਞɥɺ< mz >ɠٹ
ࢢʒɳʃਊюɭʟƆʒɳƅ< mz >ʂബшʏɼʧɽ٪ʝʠɾɘ 0.05 nsʂرѬߗԝʃ˘˲ˀߞҏʂ
ֲ୞ƅ˘˲ˀૠɿԟʣʝɮʏʐλ଑ɻɖʟɧɼʖʣɟɷɳƆɫɳɠɷɺƅࡥټɭʟʺʩʃ˘˲ˀߞ
ҏʦউɷɺɟʝ 0.05 nsرѬɫɳߗʂ< mz >ʂڽɡɼஔɬɻɖʟɧɼɠา২ɩʠƅ˥ʫˑˀ (˞˰
ˀ)ʂ< mz >ʃɱʠɲʠчڽɡ (ࣘڽɡ)ʂʺʩʦࡥټɩɯʟƆɧɧɻƅɧʂرѬߗԝʦϟʺʩʂ
१ढ़ߗԝɼ଑զɭʟƆ
< mz >ɼࡥټɭʟϟʺʩʂڽɡʦ૛ʍʟɳʕɿƅ< mz >ʂߗԝബшɼϟʺʩʂ౞ୃɭʟມη
ʦಅҼɫɳƆय 7.11ɿHx = 100 Oeʦ t = 6.00 nsʒɻτюɫɳߗʂ < mz >ʂߗԝബшɼϟʺ
ʩɠ౞ୃɭʟມηʦߟɫɳƆܒভʃঅ໹ມηɻʂ< mz >ʂߗԝബшƅॳʂມηʃϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɭ
ʟມηʦߟɭƆʒɳƅ< mz >ʂഇޏʦঅʂʷ˰ˎƟʾˮ˺ɻߟɫɳƆϟʺʩʂ१ढ़ߗԝʦ۪຋ɭ
ʟɳʕɿƅ< mz >ɼ< mz >ʂഇޏʃ-0.05 nsɮʝɫɺߟɫɳƆ
ˀ˛˺ఉɠϟʺʩʂࢶෞߗɿ˕ˊˈܧඕ೒פɟʝ౎१ɭʟɳʕƅt = 0.84 nsɟʝ < mz >ɠ੒
ɡɣइஓɭʟɠƅइஓʃߗԝɼɼʖɿٹऻɫɺɘɣƆ< mz >ʂڽɡɼ౞ୃʂย෌ɠʏʐλઠɫɺ
ɘʟ (य 7.11(a))Ɔɫɟɫƅ౞ୃມη (ॳ)ɼಒ౞ୃມη (ళ)ʃ< mz >ɼӷুɿʃλઠɫɺɘɾɘ
(य 7.11(b))Ɔɧʂ৷βʃ< mz >ʂഇޏ (অʂʷ˰ˎƟʾˮ˺)ʦ۪຋ɭʟɧɼɻ঑෗ɻɡʟƆɧ




౞ୃߞҏʦಅҼɭʟƆˎʪˀʶʦๆɘɳࣟ܄ɻʃ݂ࢡ౞ୃߞҏʃHx = 320 Oeɻɖɷɳʂɿ਻ɫƅ























(b) Hx = 100 Oe, 2∼3 ns
य 7.11: ϟʺʩ౞ୃɼ< mz >ʂߗԝബш








ϟʺʩʃ˘˲ˀૠɠ઄ɘࣟ܄ɿʃ೑Ց਒ɿ౞ୃɫɺɘʟɠƅ˘˲ˀૠɠ tp > 4.52 ns, Hx > 90
Oeɻʃ˘˲ˀֲ୞ƅ˘˲ˀૠɿԟؙɾɣ౞ୃɫɺɘʟƆɧɧɻƅ೑Ց਒ɾ౞ୃɠɾɣɾʟ˘˲ˀ
ૠʦ᪭˘˲ˀૠ (tthp )ɼ଑զɭʟ (tp = 4.52 ns)Ɔ
7.3.1۽ɼஔโɿ< mz >ɼϟʺʩʂ౞ୃʂԟؙʦ૛ʍʟɳʕɿƅ< mz >ɼ౞ୃʂย෌ʦಅҼɫ
ɳƆय 7.13ɿHx = 100 Oeʦ t = 6.00 nsʒɻτюɫɳߗʂ< mz >ʂߗԝബшʦߟɭƆ7.3.1۽
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य 7.12: ˘˲ˀૠƅ˘˲ˀߞҏɿʜʟϟʺʩ౞ୃʂബш. ॳ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɖʞƅళ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɾɫ.



























(b) Hx = 100 Oe, 2∼3 ns
य 7.13: ϟʺʩ౞ୃɼ< mz >ʂߗԝബш
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य 7.13ʃय 7.11ɼߐɺɘʟʜɚɿ٪ɜʟɠƅt > 3.16 nsɻʃ< mz >ɠ࣢ɿ˥ʫˑˀʂખʦߟ
ɫɺɘʟ (य 7.13(a))Ɔɫɳɠɷɺƅtp > 3.16 nsɻʃࡥټɭʟϟʺʩʂڽɡʃ࣢ɿʩʾˀˏߞҏɼ
ஔɬ൘ڽɿɾʟƆ߹ݘɿʃƅt ∼ 3.84 nsɻ< mz >ɠ˞˰ˀʂખɼɾɷɺɘʟ (य 7.13(b))ɠƅɧ
ʂɧɼʃय 7.11ɼஔโɿ< mz >ʂഇޏʦ۪຋ɭʟɧɼɻ঑෗ɭʟɧɼɠɻɡʟƆɧʂʜɚɿƅʩ
ʾˀˏߞҏʦๆɘʟɧɼɻ< mz >ʂइஓʦक़ڥɭʟɧɼɠɻɡƅϟʺʩʂ౞ୃ൘ڽʦ tp > tthp ɻ
क़ڥя௾ɻɖʟɧɼɠߟɩʠɳƆɧɧɻƅʩʾˀˏߞҏɼ tthp ʂԟؙʦ૛ʍɳɼɧʡƅʩʾˀˏߞ






















य 7.14: ˘˲ˀૠƅ˘˲ˀߞҏɿʜʟϟʺʩ౞ୃʂബш. ॳ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɖʞƅళ:ϟʺʩ౞ୃɾɫ.
ϟʺʩʂ౞ୃʃ˘˲ˀૠɠ t > 5 ns(׮آఉ˘˲ˀߞҏƅʩʾˀˏߞҏɻʃ tthp = 4.52 ns)ɻʖΑ
଑ɫɾɘƆʒɳƅ݂ࢡ౞ୃߞҏʖHx = 150 Oeɻɖʞƅ7.3.2۽ɻணʝʠɳٌї (Hx = 90 Oe)ʜ
ʞʖਊюɭʟƆ˘˲ˀૠɠૠɘِࣥɻʖϟʺʩʂ౞ୃɠΑ଑ɫɾɘ๲ศʃƅ˕ʺʵ˱ఉʦๆɘʟɼ
ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈɟʝࢶෞɭʟʂɿ์ɭʟߗԝɠૠɣɾʟɟʝɻɖʟƆय 7.15ɿHx = 150 Oe, tp =
6.00 nsɻʂߞшʂˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏʦߟɭƆ
य 7.15 (a)ʃࡾՃߞшࣨੁɻɖʟƆ׮آఉ˘˲ˀߞҏʦτюɫɳࣟ܄ƅϟʺʩʃڋʦಾɡɾɠʝ
˕ˊˈʂܧඕʌΫஓɭʟ (य 7.8 (a-c))Ɔλ൘ɻƅ˕ʺʵ˱ఉ˘˲ˀߞҏʦτюɭʟɼϟʺʩʃ˕ˊ




य 7.15: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 140 Oe, tp = 6.00 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ, t = 0.000 ns. (b)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈʌΫஓ,t = 3.000
ns. (c)ϟʺʩʂࢶෞ૥ঽ,t = 5.660 ns. (d)ϟʺʩ݁ࡥټ,t = 6.100 ns. (d)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш.














य 7.16ʜʞƅ᪭˘˲ˀૠʃ tthp = 2.80 nsʒɻٹࢢɫɺɘʟƆHx = 100 Oe, tp = 6.00 nsɻʂ
< mz >ʂߗԝബшʦय 7.17ɿߟɫƅɧʂِࣥɻʂߞшʂˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏʦय 7.17ɿߟɭƆ
य 7.17ʜʞƅϟʺʩʃ˘˲ˀߞҏɠউʠʟঽ (t ∼ 2.50 ns)ɿࡥټɫިʕɺɘʟɠƅϟʺʩɠӷ
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य 7.17: < mz >ʂߗԝബш (Hx = 100 Oe, tp = 6.00 ns)
ুɿࡥټɭʟʂʃ t ∼ 3.50 nsɻɖʟ (य 7.18)ɧɼɠʣɟʟƆɧʠʃƅ˘˲ˀߞҏʃউʠɺɘɾɘ
ɳʕɿƅϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈʂܧٴɿɼɽʒʟ (य 7.18)ɳʕɻɖʟƆϟʺʩɠࡥټڤƅϟʺʩʃˎʪˀ
ʶʂયअɿЌʦಾɡɾɠʝΫஓɭʟƆɱʂɳʕƅय 7.17ɻʃϟʺʩࡥټڤɻʖƅϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈʂ
ܧٴɿפɹɘɳݘɿ< mz >ɠਊюɭʟƆʒɳƅय 7.17ʜʞ< mz >ʂइஓʂયअʃƅt ∼ 2.00 ns









य 7.18: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
Hx = 100 Oe, tp = 6.00 ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ, t = 0.000 ns. (b)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈʌΫஓ,t = 0.180
ns. (c)ϟʺʩࢶෞ,t = 2.500 ns. (d)ϟʺʩ݁ࡥټɼ౞ୃ,t = 3.500 ns. (d)˘˲ˀߞҏʂߗԝബш.
Hx = 100 Oe, tp = 6.00 ns
ʟɳʕƅ+z൘ڽ (ࡾՃʂϟʺʩɼஔɬ൘ڽ)ʂˀ˛˺ఉɠ෸ʟƆʒɳƅպ˕ʺʵ˱ఉʦๆɘɳࣟ܄ƅ
ߞҏֲ୞ɠߗԝɼɼʖɿٹऻɫɺɞʞƅϟʺʩʂ݁ࡥټʦ๓ɜʟʏɽʂߞҏɠ౎१ɫɺɘɾɘƆɧ
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5.3ঐɻ۱ɷɳ୊ກߞҏظޔɼஔโɿय 7.19ɿߟɭآࣨɻƅ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ƅ୊ກߞҏʂظޔʦ۱ɷ
ɳƆظޔມηʃ 2 nm×2 nm×2.5 nmʂ૥൘ਹ˂˲ɻ๸ޏшɫɳƆଘېಅʃ Py:Au:Cr=1:0.14:0.81
ɼɫɺظޔɫɳƆ
य 7.19: ୊ກව୞, ୊ກߞҏظޔɻๆɘɳآࣨ.
ணʝʠɳ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶ௅ɿټʠʟ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ƅ୊ກߞҏഇ೘ʦय 7.20ƅय 7.21ɿߟɭƆ
(a) ୊ກʂກʠ (ചה).
























य 7.20: ୊ກʂກʠɼ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ (j=1.5×1012A/m2).
˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶʃ˕ˊˈɠɖʟɳʕƅ˕ˊˈʂּݰɩʠɳೱഇɻ୊ກව୞ഇ೘ɠਊюɭʟ (य
7.20(a)ƅय 7.20(b))Ɔ
xढ़ഇʂ୊ກߞҏഇ೘ (य 7.21(h)ƅय 7.21(b))ʃ୊ກʂກʠɠּݰɩʠɳೱഇɿࡍયɭʟɳʕ (य
7.4. ˀ˛˺୊ກɿʜʟ˘ˊʶ˥˺ˎʪˀʶ௅ʂϟʺʩ౞ୃ 77




































































































































































































य 7.21: ୊ກߞҏഇ೘ (j=1.5×1012A/m2).
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7.4.2 ׮آఉ˘˲ˀ୊ກ
୊ກ൘ڽ (+xʒɳʃ-x൘ڽ)ɼߞшۚਏʂࡾՃࣨੁ (ϟʺʩɠ+zʒɳʃ-z)ʦബɜɳݘʂߞшۚ
ਏʂˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏʦय 7.22-7.25ɿߟɭƆүयʃɱʠɲʠƅय 7.22:୊ກ+x൘ڽ,ࡾՃϟʺʩ+z
൘ڽƅय 7.23:୊ກ-x൘ڽ,ࡾՃϟʺʩ+z൘ڽƅय 7.24: ୊ກ+x൘ڽ,ࡾՃϟʺʩ-z൘ڽƅय 7.25:
୊ກ-x൘ڽ,ࡾՃϟʺʩ-z൘ڽʂٌїʦߟɭƆ
य 7.22: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ (j = 1.5×1012 A/m2, tp = 1.5 ns). งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅ
ܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. (a-f)ϟʺʩʃ˕ˊˈɟʝࢶෞɯɮѾୃϬஓ.
य 7.23: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ (j = −1.5 × 1012 A/m2, tp = 1.5 ns). งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅ












ࢶෞɫƅ୊ກߞҏʂ൘ڽɿ౞ୃɭʟ (य 7.23(c))ƆɱʂڤƅϟʺʩʃѾୃϬஓɭʟ (य 7.23(d-f))Ɔ
य 7.24: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ (j = 1.5 × 1012 A/m2, tp = 1.5 ns). งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅ
ళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ. (b)˕ˊˈʌΫஓ. (c)ϟʺʩʂࢶෞɼ౞ୃ
(p=-1→ p=+1). (d-f)ϟʺʩɠѾୃϬஓ.
य 7.24,7.25ʜʞƅࡾՃϟʺʩʂڽɡʦ p=-1ɼɭʟɼƅ୊ກ൘ڽɿʜʟ֘ஓɠࡾՃϟʺʩʂڽɡ











tp=1.2, 2.2, 3.5, 4.8, 5.9 ns೒פɻಒ౞ୃມηɠ٪ʝʠʟƆɧʠʃϟʺʩɠ˘˲ˀ୊ກɿʜɷɺ
˕ˊˈɟʝࢶෞɫƅ݁୞ࡥټɫɳڤɿɩʝɿ˘˲ˀ୊ກɿʜɷɺϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈɟʝࢶෞɭʟɳʕ
ɻɖʟƆय 7.27ɿ j = 1.5× 1012 A/m2, tp = 1.5 nsʂɼɡʂˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏʦߟɭƆ
ϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɫɳڤʂय 7.27(c),7.27(d)ɻʃˀ˛˺୊ກɿʜɷɺϟʺʩʃ˕ˊˈɼʃ౞਻਑ɿ
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य 7.25: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ (j = −1.5 × 1012 A/m2, tp = 1.5 ns). งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅ
ళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. (a-f)ϟʺʩʃ˕ˊˈɟʝࢶෞɯɮѾୃϬஓ.

























य 7.27: ˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ (j = 1.5× 1012A/m2,tp = 1.5ns). งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅ
ܒࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ. (b)ϟʺʩࢶෞɼ౞ୃ (1Ѿෳ). (c)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊ
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ʦՔɧɫɺ݁౞ୃɫɺɘʟɳʕɻɖʟƆλ൘ɻƅtp > 2nsʂມηɻʃಒ౞ୃມηɠ٪ʝʠɮƅΑ
଑ɫɺ౞ୃɠՔɡɺɘʟƆɧʠʝʂβɘɿɸɘɺ૛ʍʟɳʕɿय 7.29,7.30ɿɱʠɲʠಒ౞ୃມη
(j = −2.0× 1012A/m2,tp = 1.5ns)ƅ౞ୃມη (j = −2.0× 1012A/m2,tp = 2.2ns)ʂˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ
ˏʦߟɭƆ
य 7.29: ಒ౞ୃມηʂϟʺʩϬஓˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸ
ʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. j = −2.0× 1012A/m2,tp = 1.5ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ. (b)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊ
ˈʌΫஓ. (c)ϟʺʩʂࢶෞƅ౞ୃ. (d)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈɼʃ౞਻൘ڽɿΫஓ. (e)ѾୃϬஓʦɫɾɠ
ʝ˕ˊˈɿڽɟɷɺΫஓҔި. (f)ϟʺʩʂ݁ࢶෞƅ݁౞ୃ. (g)˘˲ˀ୊ກʂߗԝബш.
य 7.30: ౞ୃມηʂϟʺʩϬஓˀˑˊ˞ʾˮˊ ˏ. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒࣸʃ+z,-z
ʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ. j = −2.0 × 1012A/m2,tp = 2.2ns. (a)ࡾՃߞшࣨੁ. (b)ϟʺʩʂࢶෞƅ౞ୃ.
(c)ѾୃϬஓ. (d)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈࠡঽʦ૳Ѭ. (e)ѾୃϬஓ. (f)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈࠡঽʦ૳Ѭ. (g)˘
˲ˀ୊ກʂߗԝബш.
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य 7.29ʃƅ׮آఉ˘˲ˀ୊ກɻϟʺʩɠ౞ୃɫɾɟɷɳࣟ܄ (य 7.27)ɼஔโɿ୊ກɠউʠɳڤ
ɿϟʺʩɠ݁ࡥټɫɺɘʟƆɱʂɳʕƅ୊ກߞҏɠτюɩʠɺɞʝɮϟʺʩɠ݁౞ୃɫɺɫʒɚƆ
ɧʠʃ˘˲ˀૠɠ઄ɣƅ׮آఉ˘˲ˀɼஔโʂɧɼɠՔɡɺɘʟɳʕɻɖʟƆ














ߟɫɳयʂߗԝʃƅߞҏτю࠿ຎߗ (ϟʺʩɠ१ढ़ɭʟߗԝ)ʦ t = 0.000nsɼɫɺɘʟƆ(1)ʂມ
ηɿɞɥʟߞшۚਏʂߗԝബшʦय 7.33ɿߟɭƆ
ϟʺʩʃ˕ˊˈগઅɟʝ१ढ़ɩʠʟɳʕ (य 7.33(b))ƅ˕ˊˈऍɩʂতɘ (1)ʂມηɻʃ१ढ़ɫɳ
ϟʺʩʃЌયअɟʝ๸ʠɳࣟࡿɿਣݚɭʟƆ१ढ़ɩʠɳϟʺʩʃƅѾୃϬஓʦ౛ɘɾɠʝયअɿڽ
ɟɷɺ࠴ਖɫɺɘɣɠƅϟʺʩɠ१ढ़ɩʠɳ૥ڤɿϟʺʩʂਙ୞ɠ᪭ਙ୞ (vc ∼ 260m/s)ɿஃ੬ɭ
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य 7.32: ˕ˊˈʼʫˁɿʜʟ౞ୃՆۚʂബш. (1)ϟʺʩɠ೾ॅѾ౞ୃ (˕ˊˈɠতɘ). (2)ϟʺʩ
ɠ 1Ѿ౞ୃ (଱উ). (3)ϟʺʩɠ˕ˊˈɟʝࡥټɫɾɘ (˕ˊˈɠऍɘ).
य 7.33: य 7.32ʂມη (1)ɿɞɥʟߞшۚਏʂߗԝബш. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒ
ࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
य 7.34: य 7.32ʂມη (2)ɿɞɥʟߞшۚਏʂߗԝബш. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒ
ࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
य 7.35: य 7.32ʂມη (3)ɿɞɥʟߞшۚਏʂߗԝബш. งτɼ௝ࣸʃ෣௅ (य 2.3ދࢻ)ƅళƅܒ
ࣸʃ+z,-zʂߞш൘ڽʦߟɭ.
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